
Question: What is the Impact of
Uber on the New York City Taxi

Cab Market
__________________________________________

Facts about the New York City Taxi Cab
Market

-In 1937, the Haas act was signed into law,
limiting the number of medallions to 16,900
-A medallion is a license to operate a yellow
cab in New York City
-Over the 19th century, economic downturns
lead to medallion owners letting their
medallions expire instead of paying the
renewal fee
-As of today, there are 13,605 medallions
-Taxi cab fares are determined by the Taxi and
Limousine Commission and is occasionally
updated

-This fixed and fixed supply are causing a
double distortion in the market, creating a
shortage between the number of taxi rides
demanded by the market compared to the
number of rides supplied
-The added wait time and uncertainty of how
long it will take to hail a cab create a large
inconvenience cost for society
_____________________________________

Uber’s Entry Into the Market
-Uber potentially solves the price and supply
issued created by the medallion system
-Uber operates as an intermediary between
for hire vehicle operators and riders
-For hire vehicles cannot accept street hail
-Uber allows its customers to arrange for rides
using its smartphone application
-Uber also allows surge pricing when demand
gets high, this allows for supply and demand
to maintain approximate equilibrium
-However, a potential problem arises with the
owners of medallions
-As demand for cabs in New York City grew
with rising population and tourism, demand
for medallions also grew
-With the shrinking supply and growing
demand, medallion prices greatly increased,
with some going for over $1 million

-Since Uber’s entry, the market price of a
medallion has fallen drastically
-Since medallion owners do not want their
assets to lose value, there is political pressure
to keep the price of medallions high
-A potential compromise is to allow Uber to
operate, but only at a price equal to or higher
than the fixed price charged by cabs
-This allows people who were willing to pay
more to not have to wait for a cab to obtain
these rides
-This also provides a benefit to riders who will
still ride medallion cabs as their riding time
will be shortened
_____________________________________

Conclusions
-The inconvenience caused by fixed supply
and fixed price is eliminated or greatly
reduced
-This is a net benefit to society as a whole
-Uber profits by capturing area B in the
second graph (producer surplus)
-Because Uber can price discriminate (surge
pricing), it may also capture area A
-Uber’s profit is the difference between the
marginal willingness to pay and their marginal
cost
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